If you want to learn English with confidence and want to speak English, then you must read the Rapidex
English Speaking Course book until I had read the Rapidex English Speaking Course book, I was very
scared of learning English but I know it when Learned that the Rapidex English Speaking Course is the
only better book to learn English today, then I again expected I bought the English Speaking Course book
and then when I read it, I felt very good and I learned English easily, since then I have decided that I will
tell this world that you too are afraid of English, if you have difficulty learning English. If you are feeling
then you should definitely read this book is being done by the students and English is being learned. To
buy this book, you have got all the latest news on the website, and this is a book that will help you to
learn English according to the current demand. The new book is very colorful and it has a lot of things A
lot of things have been brought in this book and many old things have been removed from this book, as
per today to learn English. All that is needed is included in the new book of Rapidex English Speaking
Course. It has been revised and revisited and rewritten and it is well written, so that you can learn
English easily to improve this book. A lot of effort has been made for you, fear will remain in your mind
that how people speak English speak English but if you read this book If you can, you will be able to learn
English very easily and can also speak in English, so you should read this book so that you can pronounce
English, you can understand English grammar, you can understand English translation, you can teach
English to such people It is mentioned in the book that you can speak 2 words in English at any place,
you can understand English and can converse in English or book Will tell you every single thing.
Silent features of this Book:
1. This book helps you to learn English from stretch.
2. Complete content is given in well-mannered, so the student will be able to grasp the knowledge
easily.
3. Book is written in serialized way from basic to advance concept.
4. Conversation is also given in this book to make familiar with the spoken English.
5. This new and revised book of Rapidex English speaking course contains 60 Days course in 5
Units.
05 Units and 60 Days course content of Rapidex English Speaking Course:
Days 01: Sentence of Greeting
Days 02: Manners and Etiquettes | some polite phrases
Days 03: Exclamations
Days 04: Phrases | Sentence of command/order
Days 05: Present Tense
Days 06: Past Tense
Days 07: Future Tense
Days 08: Some Important Helping Verbs
Days 09: Sentence of Order and Request
Days 10: Drill Table

Alphabet vowels and consonants English pronunciation of consonant silent letter in words what who
how which when where why miscellaneous negative sentence exercise he, she it it's this that you I eat
none a, and the.
The new and updated book of Rapidex English Speaking Course has full 5 units which is divided into 7
days. You can read the Rapidex English Speaking Course book by day by day and learn English. In the first
part you will find some simple English Things have been told so that you can understand the tense in
English, you can understand the sentence, you can understand the helping words, while in the second
part English alphabets and consonant have been told, in the second part you will learn how to use, you
will also learn about making Sentence, in this also in the third part you are told about the prepositions.
Along with the preposition active passive voice, you are also told here as well as how you can use the
items in your spoken language Use it has also been told that you will learn about the table and which
table nouns so that you can make a good sentence, in the cross, you have been taught about the
Invitation Message Sentence Compilation, how you will make request, how to make permissions. Things
have also been told to you in Part 5, it has been told that how you will talk at home, how to talk with
friends, how you will talk in your study. How will you talk about your health? All these things are
mentioned here. In the last and fifth lesson you have been told how you will be able to speak good
English.

